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Abstract—Blockchain-based IoT systems can manage IoT de-
vices and achieve a high level of data integrity, security, and
provenance. However, incorporating existing consensus proto-
cols in many IoT systems limits scalability and leads to high
computational cost and consensus latency. In addition, location-
centric characteristics of many IoT applications paired with
limited storage and computing power of IoT devices bring about
more limitations, primarily due to the location-agnostic designs
in blockchains. We propose a hierarchical and location-aware
consensus protocol (LH-Raft) for IoT-blockchain applications
inspired by the original Raft protocol to address these limitations.
The proposed LH-Raft protocol forms local consensus candidate
groups based on nodes’ reputation and distance to elect the lead-
ers in each sub-layer blockchain. It utilizes a threshold signature
scheme to reach global consensus and the local and global log
replication to maintain consistency for blockchain transactions.
To evaluate the performance of LH-Raft, we first conduct an
extensive numerical analysis based on the proposed reputation
mechanism and the candidate group formation model. We then
compare the performance of LH-Raft against the classical Raft
protocol from both theoretical and experimental perspectives. We
evaluate the proposed threshold signature scheme using Hyper-
ledger Ursa cryptography library to measure various consensus
nodes’ signing and verification time. Experimental results show
that the proposed LH-Raft protocol is scalable for large IoT
applications and significantly reduces the communication cost,
consensus latency, and agreement time for consensus processing.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Internet of Things, Consensus Pro-
tocol, Threshold Signature Scheme, Hierarchical Architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern IoT networks are often large-scale, dynamically
located, and globally distributed. By 2025, IoT devices such
as smart home appliances, smartphones, and other types of
smart sensors will increase to more than 75 billion1. Many
IoT networks require massive data communication and need
to manage unreliable and failure messages, among others,
automatically. Consensus protocols promise to achieve overall
system reliability in the presence of inconsistent and failure
messages by coordinating processes to reach agreements.
State machine replication (SMR) is a fundamental method for
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1https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-
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system availability and fault tolerance in distributed systems.
For instance, Autopilot [1] builds fault-tolerant replicas in
Microsoft’s data centers worldwide using consensus protocols.
Google File System utilizes the Chubby [2] lock service
to reach the consensus for the replication of different files.
However, there are significant challenges in current IoT appli-
cations, including data integrity, resource-intensive consensus
mechanisms, high latency, and limited scalability [3], [4].

Blockchain is a distributed ledger that records transactions
among multiple participants in a verifiable manner. Blockchain
can reduce the costs involved in verifying transactions as a
distributed ledger by removing the need for a trusted third-
party operating as a centralized authority. Since the introduc-
tion of Bitcoin [5], blockchain applications have expanded
beyond cryptocurrencies and financial-related fields. The smart
contract’s2 invention [6] leads to the development of more
varied applications such as blockchain-based intelligent trans-
portation systems (e.g., [7]–[9]) and smart health (e.g., [10],
[11]). However, blockchains with a complex application layer
and smart contracts can incur significant computation for
transaction execution.

Over the past few years, novel IoT-blockchain applications
have attracted an increasing interest (e.g., Helium, Chronicled,
and Atonomi) due to the ever-growing advances in blockchains
and their capabilities. Helium3 uses blockchain to connect low-
power IoT devices (such as microchips and routers) to the
Internet. Chronicled4 combines blockchain and IoT products
to deliver end-to-end supply chain management. Atonomi [12]
provides blockchain-inspired solutions such as immutable
identity and reputation tracking for IoT applications. However,
there are still significant challenges when deploying IoT appli-
cations along with blockchains due to the limited computing
power and storage of existing IoT devices. In addition, many
IoT applications require location-awareness in design, but the
current blockchains have a location-agnostic design. Nodes
from all regions are encouraged to participate in consensus
and verification of transactions submitted from anywhere.

Another critical limitation of most consensus protocols is
the performance issue, which indicates the ability to increase
the number of nodes in the network. The consensus algorithms
can also impact blockchains’ performance and transaction
latency, throughput, and security. For a recent survey on
consensus protocols for the blockchain networks, we refer the
reader to [18]. Consensus protocols, such as Proof-of-Work

2https://ethereum.org/
3https://whitepaper.helium.com/
4https://www.chronicled.com/lp/chargeback-errors-whitepaper/
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TABLE I: Comparison between consensus protocol.

Consensus Type Throughput (TPS) Scalability Network Overhead Communication Complexity

PoW [13] Permissonless tens High High O(N)
PoS [14] Permissonless hundreds High High O(N)

PBFT [15] Permissoned thousands Low High O(N2)
Raft [16] Permissoned thousands Low Low O(N)

HotStuff [17] Permissoned thousands Low Low O(N)

(PoW) [5] and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [19], can handle massive
communication between various nodes to reach consensus.
These consensus protocols can feasibly scale for large-scale
IoT networks. However, their system has a low throughput
(TPS) and high network overhead [18].

In a public blockchain, nodes are allowed to join or leave
the network without authentication and permission [20]. Con-
sequently, proof-based algorithms such as PoW [5] and Proof-
of-Stake (PoS) [14] are widely used in many public blockchain
applications. PoW can handle massive nodes in a blockchain
network with the mining process. However, the mining process
requires significant time and computation power. In addition,
these consensus protocols have other limitations, such as low
transaction throughput and high latency. For instance, Bitcoin
can only process about 7 Transactions Per Second (TPS),
and Ethereum can process about 15 TPS. The transaction
confirmation latency is about 10 minutes in Bitcoin and 15
seconds in Ethereum [21]. Consequently, consensus protocols
such as PoW cannot meet the response time requirements of
many IoT applications due to their computational complexity
and limited computation power [8].

Unlike public blockchains, permissioned blockchains have
the flexibility to relax some security assumptions of permis-
sionless blockchains and utilize lighter consensus protocols
such as Paxos [22], PBFT [15], and Raft [16], which leads to
reduced processing time and computational costs. However,
they are not designed for large-scale IoT networks; PBFT
needs multiple rounds of communications between a leader
node and all nodes to reach a consensus. For example,
PBFT can scale to 128 nodes in the Hyperledger blockchain
system as evaluated in [23]. This all-to-one communication is
resource-intensive and increases latency. In contrast, Raft is the
consensus protocol which is designed to be easy to understand.
It’s equivalent to Paxos consensus protocol in fault-tolerance
and performance. The difference is that Raft is decomposed
into independent sub-problems and addresses all major pieces
needed for practical systems.

Table I shows a comparison, with respect to different
performance metrics, of five consensus mechanisms; the PoW
[13], PoS [14], PBFT [15], Raft [16], and HotStuff [17]. We
compare different types of blockchain architectures, through-
put (TPS), scalability, network overhead, and communication
complexity. Note here that scalability refers to the number of
nodes the consensus algorithm can process in the system and
implies an upper bound on network size. If the protocol can
support over 100 participants in the network, then we conclude
the scalability is high; otherwise, it is low. We also classify
the network overhead as high or low. High latency is in the
magnitude of minutes or seconds, and low is in milliseconds.

Both Raft and HotStuff protocols have high throughput and
low network overhead. However, HotStuff is based on the
BFT consensus protocol which is a partially synchronized
network [24], and the upper bound of a message latency
in HotStuff is unknown [25]. Our proposed hierarchical and
location-aware consensus protocol can address the existing
location-aware and scalability problems.

Many IoT-blockchain applications, such as for managing
the electric power grid [26], [27], can benefit from a hierar-
chical architecture to reduce the consensus process and data
communication time. A hierarchical multi-layer blockchain
network can communicate within its sub-layers and achieve
the consensus in a more efficient way [20]. In this paper, we
propose a novel consensus protocol for blockchain-based IoT
applications: Location-based Hierarchical Raft algorithm (LH-
Raft), which is inspired by the original Raft protocol [16]. By
incorporating the geographic information of the IoT devices,
LH-Raft boosts the blockchain performance and makes the
system more dynamic and immune to malicious attacks [28].

As shown in Fig. 1, LH-Raft engages a few candidate nodes
with a low consensus latency in each sub-layer (e.g., can be
leaf layer or middle layer) blockchain network, making the
blockchain-based IoT system more efficient. As shown in the
leaf layer, LH-Raft forms local candidate groups based on
nodes’ reputation and distance score to elect the local leaders.
Next, all the local leaders from multiple-leaf layer blockchains
and other candidate nodes will again elect the upper leader
by utilizing the threshold signature scheme to reach the upper
layer consensus. Note this process will happen once between
the middle and top layers. In the end, it will reach the top layer
and elects the global leader. Our proposed scheme partitions
the blockchain network into a hierarchical structure based on
the IoT device’s regional information and utilizes the local
and global log replication to maintain consistency for all
blockchain transactions through multiple layers.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We design LH-Raft consensus protocol, which constructs
sub-layers local consensus based on IoT devices’ can-
didate group formation score, and builds a hierarchical
structure by utilizing a threshold signature scheme with
local and global log replication to reach global consen-
sus and maintain consistency among 3-layer blockchain
system.

• We propose a reputation mechanism and candidate group
formation model to engage consensus nodes. We design
a threshold signature scheme, location-based hierarchi-
cal raft protocol, and local and global log replication
scheme. LH-Raft achieves higher transaction throughput
with lower network overhead than the original Raft.
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Fig. 1: An overview of the system architecture.

• We analyze LH-Raft and compare it with the original
Raft protocol. We conduct theoretical analysis regarding
system performance, overhead, and fault-tolerance. We
simulate system performance with execution and com-
munication cost, message passing, and consensus latency.
We construct and evaluate the threshold signature scheme
for the proof-of-concept model and execution time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the
related work in Section II. Section III presents the background
knowledge for the Paxos algorithm, Raft protocol, geographic
information, and bilinear pairing-based cryptography. In Sec-
tion IV, we describe the system architecture. Specifically, we
present the candidate group formation model, threshold sig-
nature scheme, location-based hierarchical raft protocol (LH-
Raft), and the local and global log replication scheme. Section
V analyzes the LH-Raft protocol from three perspectives:
performance, overhead, and fault-tolerance. In Section VI, we
describe the theoretical properties and our prototype of LH-
Raft and conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed scheme
with network consistency. In Section VII, we conclude the
paper and point out promising future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide the related work for hierarchical
consensus protocols and IoT-blockchain applications.

Yu et al. [29] proposed a hierarchical edge-cloud blockchain
architecture named LayerChain. They described a layered
structure to save the blockchain transaction data in multiple
distributed clouds and edge nodes. Chuang et al. [30] proposed
a hierarchical blockchain-based data service platform in MEC
environments. This system provided an adaptive PoW consen-
sus scheme that dynamically changed the hash puzzle’s diffi-
culty and enhanced resource-constrained IoT devices. Zhang
et al. [31] proposed a blockchain-based trust management
system for IoV, which utilizes the consensus mechanism that
integrates PoW and PoS to ensure all vehicles with a large

change in reputation could be updated in the blockchain. Cui
et al. [32] proposed one secure and efficient data sharing
mechanism among vehicles based on a consortium blockchain.
They described an enhanced delegated proof-of-stake (DPoS)
consensus protocol based on the trust score model.

Yang et al. [33] proposed a hierarchical trust networking ar-
chitecture to implement JointCloud (HTJC). By developing the
credit bonus-penalty strategy (CBPS), HTJC can address the
trust issue and provide participants with a secure and trusted
trade environment. Hou et al. [34] described an intelligent
transaction migration scheme for the RAFT-based blockchain
in IoT applications to migrate transactions in busy areas to idle
regions intelligently and reduce the network latency signifi-
cantly. Fu et al. [35] proposed the AdRaft, which optimizes the
original Raft consensus protocol for the Hyperledger Fabric
platform in terms of both log replication and leader election
phases. Xu et al. [36] proposed the blockchain-based data
auditing scheme and designed a client-side data deduplication
scheme based on bilinear-pair techniques to reduce the burden
on service providers and users.

Lao et al. [12] proposed G-PBFT (Geographic-PBFT), a
location-based and scalable consensus mechanism for IoT-
blockchain applications. In their design, G-PBFT utilized the
era switch mechanism to maintain the dynamics in the IoT
devices. The experiment results showed that G-PBFT reduced
the network overhead and consensus time significantly. Li et
al. [20] proposed a scalable multi-layer PBFT consensus pro-
tocol for blockchain. The proposed double-layer PBFT scheme
reduces the communication complexity significantly. They also
analyzed the security threshold based on the faulty probability
determined and the faulty number determined models. An et
al. [37] proposed a decentralized privacy-preserving model
based on the twice verifications process and consensuses of
the blockchain system. They introduced a twice consensus
mechanism, ensuring that data can be traced and prevented
from being impersonated and denied.

Kantesariya proposed a sharding scheme and validation
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protocols for a hierarchical blockchain architecture called
OptiShard. In this scheme, network nodes are divided into
multiple disjoint shards, and the majority of transactions are
distributed among these shards in a non-overlapped way [38].
To address the storage issue, Wang et al. [39] proposed an
architecture that features a hierarchical storage structure where
the majority of the blockchain is placed in the clouds, and
the most recent blockchain transactions are stored in the
overlay network of the individual IoT networks. Lu et al. [26]
proposed the edge-blockchain lightweight privacy-preserving
data aggregation for smart grid application, which integrated
edge computing and blockchain to formulate a three-layer ar-
chitecture. Chai et al. [40] proposed a hierarchical blockchain-
enabled federated learning algorithm for knowledge sharing in
Internet of Vehicles, which builds a light Proof-of-Knowledge
(PoK) consensus mechanism. However, the blockchain system
performance measurement is missing.

Lin et al. [41] presented a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing
resource trading scheme to balance the computing resource
spatio-temporal dynamic demands in IoV-assisted smart city,
and constructed a consortium blockchain approach and demon-
strated the process of secure computing resource trading with-
out involving a centralized trusted third-party. Liu et al. [42]
proposed a secure and scalable hybrid consensus protocol for
sharding blockchains with the formal security framework, and
they designed a pipelined Byzantine fault tolerance scheme
for the intra-shard consensus. Berger et al. [43] introduced a
novel mechanism that can improve the geographical scalability
of consensus with nodes being widely spread across the real
world. Their protocol is an automated and dynamic voting
weight tuning and leader positioning scheme, which supports
the emergence of fast quorums in the system.

This research work is the first effort to propose a
blockchain-inspired hierarchical architecture with location-
aware consensus in IoT-blockchain applications to the best
of our knowledge. We also proposed a new location-based
hierarchical raft protocol, compared the system performance
with the classical raft protocol, and experimented with the
threshold signature scheme.

III. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

This section briefly introduces the Paxos protocol, Raft
protocol, geographic information’s basics, and bilinear pairing-
based cryptography.

A. Paxos Algorithm

The Paxos algorithm was first introduced by Lamport in
1989 and later explained in the paper Paxos made simple,
2001 [22]. Paxos is an algorithm used to achieve consensus
among distributed nodes that communicate through an asyn-
chronous network. One or more nodes propose a value to
Paxos, and the consensus is reached when the majority of
nodes running Paxos agree on one of the proposed values.

The Paxos algorithm executes as follows: The proposer
sends a message prepare(n) to all accepters. Every accepter
will compare n with the highest-numbered proposal for which
it has responded to the prepared message. If n is greater, it will

react with the ack(n, v, nv) where v is the highest-numbered
proposal that has been accepted, and nv is the number of
the proposal. The proposer will wait to receive ack from the
majority of accepters. If any ack contained a value, it would
set v to the most recent (number ordering within the proposal)
value received. Next, it will send accept(n, v) message to all
accepters. Upon receiving accept(n, v), an accepter accepts
v unless it has received prepare(n′) for some existing n′ > n.
If the majority of acceptors accept the value, then this value
becomes Paxos protocol’s decision value [22].

Besides the Basic Paxos, Multi-Paxos can have the graphic
representation of the flow messages, while the Cheap-Paxos
extends the Basic Paxos to tolerate f failures with f+1 main
processors and f auxiliary processors with dynamic reconfig-
uration after each failure [44]. Fast Paxos generalizes Basic
Paxos to reduce the end-to-end delay from 3 to 2 messages in
the client request. Byzantine Paxos adds an extra verification
message which can act to distribute knowledge and verify the
actions of other nodes.

In real-world scenarios, Google utilizes the Paxos protocol
in the Chubby distributed lock service to keep the replicas
consistent [45]. Microsoft uses the Paxos in their Autopilot
cluster management service from the Bing application [45].
Neo4j’s graph database recently implemented the Paxos to
replace the previous Apache ZooKeeper, and the Amazon
Elastic Container Service utilizes Paxos to keep a consistent
view of different cluster states. However, the Paxos protocol
is complicated to implement and does not scale well in the
large distributed network regarding the communication cost
and latency time.

B. Raft Protocol

Raft is a consensus algorithm proposed in 2014 by Diego
Ongaro [16]. From the fault-tolerance and system performance
perspectives, it is equivalent to Paxos. The Raft protocol de-
composed the Paxos algorithm into independent sub-problems
and explained sub-problems concisely and explicitly. Raft
protocol states that every node in the replicated state machine
can participate in any three states: follower, candidate, and
leader. One node can participate in any one of the above three
states. Only the leader node can interact with the client; any
request sent to the follower node is redirected to the leader
node. However, a candidate can request votes to become
the leader, and a follower node will only respond to the
candidates or the leader [16]. The Raft protocol divides time
into short terms of arbitrary length. Each term is identified by
a monotonically increasing number, which is named the term
number.

The consensus problem in classical Raft is decomposed
into two independent sub-problems: Leader Election and Log
Replication. When the current leader fails or the protocol
initializes, a new leader needs to be elected. The leader
node will send a heartbeat message to express domination
to other follower node. The leader node is also responsible
for the log replication. It will accept client requests. Each
client request consists of a command to be executed by the
replicated state machines in the cluster. Raft algorithm utilizes
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two types of Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) to perform
actions: RequestVotes is sent by the candidate nodes to gather
votes within the election procedure, and the AppendEntries is
utilized by the leader node to replicate the log entries and also
is served as the heartbeat message to determine if the node is
still alive or not5. The heartbeat message does not contain any
log entries.

Raft protocol can guarantee the following safety properties:
Election safety, which indicates that at most one leader can be
elected in a given term. Leader append-only, a leader can only
append the new entries to the existing logs (cannot overwrite or
delete the entries). For the state machine safety, if the existing
server has applied the log entry to its state machine state, then
no other server may apply a different command for the same
log [46], and the state machine safety is guaranteed by the
restriction on the leader election procedure.

C. Geographic Information

IoT devices’ geographic information and timestamps can
form local consensus nodes and prevent multiple types of
attacks. In our proposed consensus protocol, the geographic
information includes coordinates (i.e., longitude and latitude)
and timestamps collected by, for example, cell towers or
navigation systems (e.g., GPS). To this end, we use {longitude,
latitude, timestamp} as the format for geographic information.

Coordinates, along with the timestamps, are widely used
in many real-world applications. For instance, by tracking the
smartphone’s GPS information, a location-based service (LBS)
like Lyft can provide ridesharing services. In addition, multiple
recommendation services can also be offered based on location
information, such as finding/suggesting nearby restaurants and
shopping malls. Another example is the location-based parking
lot services; they can show the real-time available parking
spots and reduce cruising for parking; hence, reducing traffic.

D. Bilinear Pairing-based Cryptography

G1 and G2 are two multiplicative cyclic groups. For both
cyclic groups, the prime order is p, and the generator of G1 is
g. There exists a mapping function e: G1×G1 → G2, with an
efficient algorithm, which, for all g1, g2 ∈ G1, we can compute
e(g1, g2). Map e is termed bilinear if it has the following two
properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀ g1, g2 ∈ G1 & a, b ∈ Zp, ∃ e(ga1 , g
b
2) =

e(g1, g2)
ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) ̸= 1.
Pairing-based cryptography utilizes a pairing function be-

tween elements of two cryptographic groups to a third group
with the mapping operation: e : G1 × G2 −→ GT to
establish the cryptographic system. Given gz , we can examine
if gz = gxy without revealing any actual information of x, y, z,
by checking that if e(gx, gy) = e(g, gz) holds. By utilizing the
bilinear property x+y+z times, we can determine that whether
e(gx, gy) = e(g, g)xy = e(g, g)z = e(g, gz). In consequence,
GT is a prime order group, so that xy = z will hold.

5http://thesecretlivesofdata.com/raft/
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Fig. 2: Location-based hierarchical blockchain system for IoT
applications.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The underlying location-centric characteristics inherent in
many IoT applications necessitates location-aware design solu-
tions. This section describes our proposed system architecture
for location-aware consensus in IoT networks. In our approach,
the global network is divided into sub-blockchains based on
regional information. These sub-blockchains are connected
in a hierarchical structure forming a more extensive global
blockchain network. The system provides a multi-chain and
multi-level structure, as shown in Fig. 2. We first define the
following entities that take part in the proposed architecture.

• Blockchain: Blockchain serves as the coordinator for IoT
devices and manages data sharing and access activities. It
forms a dynamic hierarchical structure based on the IoT
device’s geographic information, including top, middle,
and leaf layers.

• IoT Nodes: The IoT nodes participate in the consensus
process. There are three types of IoT nodes: Follower,
Candidate, and Leader nodes. They can switch roles
seamlessly between these statuses. All Candidate nodes
together form the consensus nodes group, which elects
the Local Leader node. Next, all Local Leader nodes
and other Candidate nodes elect the Global Leader by
utilizing the threshold signature scheme. Note that the
Leader node in the top layer blockchain is the Global
Leader.

• Client: A client node only requests new transactions to
append data to the ledger, and they do not participate
in the consensus procedure. For example, a healthcare
system’s smart devices can host client nodes to request
electronic health record updates.

• Threshold Signature Scheme: The threshold signature
scheme is proposed to achieve consensus among hier-
archical blockchain layers in the architecture. We will
explain the detailed construction in the following subsec-
tions.
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Fig. 3: Location-based hierarchical Raft protocol.

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed location-based hierarchical
raft protocol has three participant entities: Follower, Candi-
date, and Leader. These interconvertible nodes can change
their status to other roles. The Candidate and Leader nodes
participate in the consensus process. The Leader nodes main-
tain the integrity and confidentiality of the blockchain system
and broadcast the newly generated transactions to the Follower
nodes. By contrast, the Follower nodes will only start new
election processes and form Candidate nodes groups based
on their geographic information. Transactions are determined
among Candidate and Leader nodes to reduce communication
overhead. If any message is failed, a node will resend the
message again after the timeout period. The role of a node
in our proposed scheme is not fixed, a Follower node can
become the Candidate node, and Candidate node can become
the Leader node. On the other hand, if the location of a Leader
node has been changed or it conducts malicious action, it can
be detected by the voting process by the Candidate nodes.

The proposed architecture is designed in a way that is not
affected by the size of the IoT network. Rather than all nodes
participating in the consensus procedure, nodes execute local
consensus within each sub-layer blockchain. Each sub-layer
blockchain leader participates in the hierarchical consensus by
utilizing the threshold signature scheme and local/global log
replication scheme to reach global consensus.

In the remainder of this section, we first describe a repu-
tation mechanism incorporated in an optimal candidate group
formation. Next, we present the threshold signature scheme
to reach the consensus between multiple blockchain layers in
the hierarchical architecture. We describe the location-aware
hierarchical raft protocol with detailed constructions. Finally,
we discuss the local and global log replication process for
inter-layer and intra-layer network consistency.

A. Candidate Group Formation

A location-based candidate group formation that dynami-
cally forms a controlled number, M , of reliable local nodes
for consensus processing is essential in lowering the computa-
tional complexity of consensus processing of location-centric
IoT applications. The candidate group formation process is
invoked when there is a transaction request, and therefore
the system needs to run a consensus process. We propose to
optimize candidate group formation regarding their reputation
and distance, with the goal of achieving significantly in-
creased throughput and reduced latency and consumed system
resources (e.g., bandwidth) compared to global nodes. The

reputation mechanism is an integral part of the system to
engage reliable nodes and safeguard system integrity. In the
reputation mechanism, nodes participating in the consensus
processing leading to a new block generation increase their
reputation. On the other hand, the reputation score of malicious
nodes such as the ones causing a fork will be decreased.

We introduce reputation graph (V, A) to model the repu-
tation of nodes, where V and A are sets of nodes and arcs,
respectively. The weight ω(Vi,Vj) ∈ [0, R] associated with
arc (Vi,Vj) represents the reputation that Vi assigns to Vj ,
based on Vi’s record of Vj’s past performance. Reputation
assignments to new nodes are one and R is chosen by the
system designer and corresponds to the highest reputation that
a node can assign to another node. Note that the reputation
graph does not have self-arcs (i.e., ∄ (Vi,Vi) ∈ A), which
means nodes cannot assign reputation score to themselves.

We define the normalized reputation that Vi assigns to Vj ,
ρ(Vi,Vj) ∈ [0,1], by dividing ω(Vi,Vj) to sum of all
reputation scores that Vi assigns as follows:

ρ(Vi,Vj) =
ω(Vi,Vj)∑

Vk∈I(Vi)
ω(Vi,Vk)

, (1)

where I(Vi) = {Vj |∃(Vi,Vj) ∈ A} is the set of nodes that Vi

has interacted with in the past. Note that summation over all
normalized reputation scores that Vi assigns is one:∑

Vj∈V,∀j ̸=i

ρ(Vi,Vj) = 1. (2)

The reputation score of each node τi is calculated by
summation over all normalized reputation scores that are given
to node Vi as follows:

τi =
∑

Vj∈V,∀j ̸=i

ρ(Vj ,Vi). (3)

The reputation scores of nodes that are involved in the
process will be updated based on the new reputation scores
assigned by the nodes involved in that iteration. Note that if
a node is not involved in the iteration, its reputation score
remains the same.

We define the distance score of each node σi as follows:

σi =

∑
Vi∈V dVi

V × dVi

, (4)

where dVi is the distance of node Vi from the application-
specific event, which is updated based on the location in-
formation at the time of invoking the process, and V is the
size of set V , the total number of nodes. For example, in the
application of auto accident forensics, one would like to be
able to utilize the blockchain to optimally identify a subset of
nodes local to the accident site, which can verify and come to a
consensus on the spatial details of the event such as trajectories
and coordinate locations.

We formulate the candidate group formation (CGF) as an
Integer Program (IP), called IP-CGF. We define the following
decision variables:
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XVi
=

{
1 if node i is assigned to the candidate group,
0 otherwise.

(5)

We formulate IP-CGF as follows:

Maximize
∑
∀i

(ατ i + βσi)XVi
, (6)

Subject to:

∑
Vi∈V

XVi = M, (7)

XVi
∈ {0, 1}. (8)

The objective function (6) is to maximize the combination of
the candidate group’s reputation score as well as geographical
closeness. The objective function nonnegative coefficients, α
and β, allow system designers to give different weights to
reputation and distance based on application-specific needs.
Constraint (7) ensures that IP-CGF selects a pre-specified
number of nodes, M , to be included in the candidate group. M
represents the controllable number of nodes in the consensus
processing, and it can be varied depending on specific IoT
applications. Constraints (8) specify that the decision variables
are binary. In Section V, we conduct numerical analysis to
evaluate the impact of changes in the candidate group size
and the total number of participating nodes on the execution
time of the candidate group formation mechanism.

B. Threshold Signature Scheme

We proposed the threshold signature scheme for trust-
based hierarchical coordination and operation between two
blockchain layers. For example, assume that a lower layer
blockchain network contains n consensus nodes, and the
threshold is set as t-out-of-n between the lower layer and the
upper layer blockchain network. The upper layer blockchain,
acting as the verifier network, will trust this lower layer
blockchain only if at least t consensus nodes’ signatures are
verified as legitimate. In addition, utilizing bilinear pairing-
based cryptography, the signatures can be verified without
disclosing any sensitive information.

Algorithm 1: Key Generation
Input : For each consensus node i
Output: Verifier key vi

1 The permission issuer selects a random ai ∈ Zp for
consensus node i ;

2 The permission issuer computes the verifier key as
vi = gai ∈ G ;

3 The permission issuer returns vi ;

We describe the procedure of the proposed threshold signa-
ture scheme in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. The algorithms contain
three main functions: Algorithm 1 shows the key generation

Algorithm 2: Threshold Signature Generation
Input : Each consensus node’s MAC address mi

Output: One-time signature δi
1 The system computes a hash digest hi based on MAC

address and location information mi via [47], as
hi = H(mi) ;

2 The system generates the one-time signature
δi = hi

ai ∈ G ;
3 The system sends δi to the upper layer network ;

Algorithm 3: Threshold Signature Verification
Input : One-time signature δi, hashed MAC address

hi, verifier key vi
Output: Identity verification result r

1 k = 0;
2 for each one-time signature δi do
3 if e(δi, g) == e(hi, vi) then
4 ri = True ;
5 k = k + 1;
6 else
7 ri = False ;
8 end
9 end

10 the system checks if k ≥ t then
11 r = True ;
12 else
13 r = False ;
14 end
15 The system returns r ;

function by the system administrator; Algorithm 2 describes
the threshold signature generation process by the lower layer
blockchain nodes; Algorithm 3 presents the threshold signa-
ture verifying function by the upper layer blockchain nodes,
and a threshold (t, n) is considered in verifying the lower
layer blockchain network. The construction of our proposed
threshold signature scheme is shown below:

Initial Setup: The system has the bilinear pairing function
e: G1 × G2 → GT , the secure hash function H : M →
G1, and the (G1,G2,GT , e, g1, g2, p, h) represents the public
parameters.

Key Generation: A trusted authority generates signing-
verifying key pairs for all consensus nodes in this step. The key
generation function selects a random integer ai as the signing
key and computes gai as the verifying key for the consensus
node i.

Signing: Each consensus node i computes its hashed identity
and location information mi as hi = H(mi), where H is a
hash function such as SHA-256 algorithm [47]. Then, this
consensus node generates the one-time signature δi = hi

ai

and sends it to the upper layer blockchain network.
Verifying: Given the one-time signature δi and the verify-

ing key vi, the upper layer blockchain network can verify
that e(δi, g) = e(hi, vi). This holds because e(hi

ai , g) =
e(hi, g

ai) = e(hi, g)
ai due to the Bilinearity. Based on
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Fig. 4: T-of-n Threshold Signature Scheme.

the threshold requirement, the validity of the lower layer
blockchain network r is verified only if at least t-out-of-n
consensus nodes’ one-time signatures ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are

verified, we present (r1, r2, ..., rn)
(t,n)−−−→ r.

As shown in Fig. 4, (t ,n) threshold signature scheme has
been applied based on the BLS signature scheme, where
1 ≤ t ≤ n. For instance, If consensus nodes generated
three different signatures related to the identity and location
information. The upper layer verifier node, which verifies the
generated signature δi for consensus node i , will follow the
threshold of 2 out of 3 to authenticate the identity and location
information. Also, the verifier node can apply the threshold
signature scheme dynamically, such as the 1 out of 3 rule, to
provide more flexibility on the trust between the upper and
lower layer blockchain network.

Compared to the original Raft protocol, our proposed LH-
Raft algorithm can tolerate the crash and byzantine fault.
Classical Raft protocol requires that all the participant nodes
are honest and conduct truthful action. By applying the t-of-
n threshold scheme, the verifier node can check and verify
the generated signatures independently with fault-tolerance
property and protect the privacy of consensus nodes.

C. LH-Raft Consensus Construction

We describe the process of the location-based hierarchical
raft protocol in Algorithm 4. The algorithm contains six
primary phases: lines 2-7 shows the startup of election by
a follower node; lines 8-11 describes the nearby node ni

(∀ ni; ni ∈ N ) sends its CGFi score to the follower
node; lines 12-15 presents the follower node F sorts the
CGFi = τi+σi score ∀i ∈ N , and chooses the top M scores
to form the candidate group C and broadcasts the candidate
group C information, lines 16-18 indicates the confirmation
of candidate group, lines 19-22 shows the confirmation of
the elected leader, and finally lines 23-26 presents the current
leader switches its role to the follower.

Each IoT device must periodically submit its location, rep-
utation, and timestamp information in the LH-Raft protocol.
We utilize the Crypto-Spatial Coordinates (CSC) mechanism
to connect geographical information of IoT devices [12]. One
CSC consists of the hashed geographic location information
and the smart contract header address. The resolution of
CSC is about 1-square-meter around the specific area. CSC
mechanism helps the IoT device to build immutable property
to its physical location. With CSC, IoT devices can have access
to their historical location information. After the qualified IoT
node is elected as the leader node, it will start to validate and

Algorithm 4: Location-based Hierarchical Raft Proto-
col

1: OUTPUT: The Leader of LH-Raft Protocol
2: START UP Follower node F begins the Election.
3: F sends FormGroup request to all nearby nodes N ;
4: F waits for messages in a time period T;
5: F gets CGF scores from all nearby nodes N ;

if no answer from N within time T then
6:

F restarts Election procedure;
7: END START UP
8: UPON EVENT Nearby nodes N receive the

FormGroup message:
9: N calculate CGFi = (τi + σi) for each ni;

10: each ni sends CGFi score to F ;
11: END UPON EVENT
12: UPON EVENT Follower node F receives the CGF

score from all nearby nodes N :
13: F sorts all CGFi scores and chooses top M nodes;
14: F broadcasts candidates group C to all followers F ;
15: END UPON EVENT
16: UPON EVENT Nearby nodes N receive the Follower

message:
17: N accept the nodes M in candidate group C;
18: END UPON EVENT
19: UPON EVENT Candidates C gets timeout and starts

Election:
if Ci receives majority votes then

20:
Ci becomes Leader and broadcasts Leader

confirmation message to Followers and Candidates;
else

21:
Ci waits for Leader message from other C;

22: END UPON EVENT
23: UPON EVENT Leader Li discovers nodes with higher

term:
24: Li accepts other new node Lj as the Leader;
25: Li switches its role to Follower;
26: END UPON EVENT

generate a new block and manage blockchain new transactions
based on the LH-Raft consensus protocol. If there is a missing
block caused by the leader node, the current leader node will
be removed from its leader status.

To become the qualified candidate nodes, the follower
nodes need to satisfy the geographic location requirements.
Therefore, the LH-Raft protocol will check the geographic
information of follower nodes periodically. It will determine
if the follower nodes are within a particular geographic area
and whether the node changes its location over some time.
If a node’s geographic location information has been changed
significantly over the past period t, it will be removed from
the candidate group.

To guarantee the system safety, we require that only one
candidate node joins or leaves at the same time, which is
similar to the classical Raft protocol. A majority of candidate
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nodes will reach the consensus on candidate group changes.
For each operation, local consensus on new candidate group
formation must occur, and a majority of candidate nodes will
know about the candidate group size changes. As the LH-Raft
leader election process only differs in the CGF and threshold
signature generation phase from classical Raft protocol when
a leader is selected, safety is preserved for candidate nodes
join or leave, just as proven by Ongaro [16].

Even if the candidate nodes leave the network silently,
the candidate group sizes may be decreased. As a result,
consensus procedure or leader election results may be based on
the candidate group sizes, which are smaller than necessary.
However, even using smaller candidate group sizes will not
lead to two leader nodes being elected and hinder safety
property.

We also require the election restriction, which guarantees
that a candidate node never wins the leader election if it
does not have all committed entries in its log. In each sub-
layer network, at least one node (leader) will have the latest
committed entry. If a follower node receives a RequestVotes
from a candidate node which is behind in the log (a smaller
term number, or same term number but smaller index), it will
not grant its vote.

To guarantee the system liveness, no concurrent transaction
exists in our protocol. Otherwise, the newly generated trans-
action can be overwritten or cause the fork. If most candidate
nodes leave the system silently, then there should be an active
leader to detect and report the status change. If the leader
fails before committing the new transaction log or the nodes
that silently left the system, the remaining candidate nodes
can not elect a new leader. To address the above problem,
our proposed scheme adopts the heartbeat message between
different participant nodes as a failure detector for the system,
similar to the original Raft consensus protocol.

As the global consensus is based on the local consen-
sus, similar system liveness conditions will be applied. If
the conditions of liveness in LH-Raft do not hold within a
candidate group, we consider the candidate group has failed.
For instance, if a majority of candidate nodes have failed, then
the local leader will not be elected and cannot append global
log entries and block the consensus process for the upper-
layer network. To guarantee the liveness at the global level,
liveness must first be guaranteed for both intra-layer consensus
in enough candidate nodes for the intra-layer consensus to
continue.

D. Local and Global Log Replication with Network Consis-
tency

The goal of LH-Raft is to boost the throughput and reduce
the execution time of the consensus process in large distributed
systems. LH-Raft consists of two levels of log replication:
local log replication with intra-layer candidate nodes, which
have lower network delay and latency, and global log repli-
cation on batches of locally committed transactions to keep
system consistency.

In addition to the global blockchain ledger, each leader in
the sub-layer blockchain replicates the local transaction log.

Algorithm 5: Local Leader Log Replication
Input : New localIndex k has been received for the

global log
Output: Update globalIndex i for new entries e

1 while there exists a new entry k = localIndex+ 1 has
been received for the global log do

2 Execute intra-layer consensus for global log
replication;

3 end
4 if e.newInsert = leader then
5 insert it to log ;
6 else
7 wait for other leader ;
8 end
9 The system updates globalIndex i for new entries e ;

The local blockchain transaction log serves two purposes: first,
buffering new entries for the global transaction log. Second,
state replication for the inter-layer. Within each intra-layer,
IoT devices propose new event entries be first placed in the
local blockchain log. Periodically, the leader of the intra-layer
blockchain proposes a batch of local entries to be committed
and saved to the global transaction log. Batches could be
created and proposed based on how many new entries have
been saved in the local blockchain log.

In inter-layer consensus, the leader of each sub-layer
blockchain network is elected by the local candidates’ group
members. Next, all the local leaders from the inter-layer
establish the intra-layer log replications. All local leaders elect
a global leader based on our proposed threshold signature
schemes. Once the local leader is elected, it submits a specific
log entry for the local blockchain log. The purpose of this log
entry is to replicate the local leader’s status in the inter-layer
consensus process. Once the new entries are committed to the
local blockchain log, the local leader will insert them into a
global log for future replication.

As shown in Algorithm 5, the global log replication is
run through the intra-layer consensus process when the local
leader receives a new proposal for the new global entry
with AppendEntries message. Local leaders who contain
the localIndex indicating which entries are committed in the
global blockchain log. Local leaders include their localIndex
in the AppendEntries messages to let all follower nodes at
the sub-layer blockchain know which new entries have been
committed in the global blockchain transaction.

In LH-Raft consensus protocol, after all local leaders and
other candidate nodes elect the upper layer leader, it can
merge and construct all leaf layer networks into upper-layer
network structure, and the merge operation only happened
once between the middle and top layer blockchain network.
Ideally, we consider all sub-layer networks as the heap struc-
ture, a specialized tree-based data structure. We adopted the
max heap property, and the CGF score of leader node is
always greater than or equal to those of the follower and
candidate nodes.

As shown in Algorithm 6, the function of merging sub-
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Algorithm 6: Merge Sub-layer Network
Input : Sub-layer network SN1, sub-layer network

SN2, integer n and m
Output: Merged upper layer network MN

1 while the upper layer leader has been elected by all
sub-layer local leaders and other candidate nodes do

2 Build merged upper layer network MN from SN1

and SN2;
3 end
4 for int i = 0; i < n; i++ do
5 merged[i] = N[i];
6 end
7 for int i = 0; i < m; i++ do
8 merged[n + i] = M[i];
9 end

10 ▷ Replicate nodes of SN1 and SN2 one by one to
upper network merged[].

11 buildUpperLayerNetwork (merged MN , n+m);

layer network is executed through the inter-layer consensus
process when the upper leader has been elected by all sub-
layer local leaders and other candidate nodes. The algorithm
builds the merged upper layer network MN from sub-layer
networks SN1 and SN2 (In a real-world scenario, it can have
multiple sub-layer networks). Line 4-9 presents the replicating
nodes of sub-layer SN1 and SN2 one by one to the upper-
layer network. Line 11 builds the upper-layer network from
the sub-layer networks SN1 and SN2.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This section analyzes the LH-Raft protocol from three
perspectives: performance, overhead, and fault-tolerance.

A. Performance Analysis

One of the main innovations of the LH-Raft protocol is to
pre-elect the candidate nodes to form the consensus group
to elect the leader to run the LH-Raft protocol, which can
dynamically adapt to the geographic change of IoT devices.
The system performance improves significantly because the
consensus group’s size in LH-Raft is markedly smaller than
in IoT networks.

Let n and c represent the number of total IoT devices and
candidate nodes in LH-Raft, respectively. p is the processing
power of the IoT node, which indicates that the node can re-
ceive and process p messages every second [12]. Compared to
the classical Raft protocol, a node needs to receive the majority
approved message to become the leader node (for instance, we
pick (2 ∗ n)/3 messages here to reflect the threshold in our
proposed threshold signature scheme). Consequently, it takes
at least (2∗n)/(3∗p) seconds to complete the leader election
process. The consensus procedure in classical Raft is in the
order of n/p, whereas the consensus process in LH-Raft is
in the order of c/p. As a result, the time to accomplish the
consensus could be reduced to c/n. Therefore, the larger the
total number of IoT devices to geographic-based candidates,

the greater the overall system performance enrichment it can
achieve.

B. Overhead Analysis

One of the drawbacks of the classical Raft’s insufficient
scalability is the communication cost problem. A node needs
to broadcast the RequestVotes message to all the participating
nodes and then get the Reply message from the majority of the
IoT nodes. Therefore, the communication overhead of Raft is
O(n2 ), where n represents the total number of IoT devices.

Our proposed LH-Raft protocol could reduce the size of
candidate group and the communication cost. Since the node
in LH-Raft only sends the message to other physically nearby
candidate nodes, the communication overhead of LH-Raft is
O(c2 ), where c stands for the candidate group. As a result,
the LH-Raft algorithm can reduce the communication cost
in the order of (c2)/(n2). The larger the number of IoT
nodes to candidate nodes is, the larger the decrease of the
communication overhead it can achieve.

In classical Raft protocol, the communication overhead is
O(n2). In contrast, the LH-Raft protocol will select the candi-
date nodes based on their reputation score and the geographic
information, and only the limited number of candidate can
participate in the election process to elect the leader node.
Consequently, the overall communication overhead is O(c2),
where c << n.

C. Fault-tolerance Analysis

Traditional IoT-blockchain system usually suffers from the
bad activities launched by malicious nodes. In a permissionless
blockchain network, a malicious node can spawn massive
dishonest nodes. For instance, if enough dishonest nodes
control the consensus group (1/3 in PBFT, 1/2 in PoW),
malicious nodes can tamper and fork the ledger’s transaction
information.

The LH-Raft consensus protocol could tolerate f failures
with 2f + 1 total nodes under non-byzantine conditions such
as node crashes, network delays, packet omission, and record
tampering issues. For the byzantine fault, our proposed scheme
could tolerate f failures with 3f+1 nodes, and the t−of−n
threshold signature scheme could also help with the malicious
attack.

Our LH-Raft mechanism requires the follower nodes to
upload their geographic information periodically to address
the above issue. We assume that different IoT devices cannot
declare the exact geographic location with the same timestamp,
limiting the total number of IoT nodes participating in the
malicious attacks. In addition, LH-Raft forms a nodes group
from IoT devices located in a relatively small geographic
region; local nodes may verify each others’ locations and
report fake geographic areas submitted by malicious nodes.

For instance, any geographic data submitted from this area
will be considered fake if there is no IoT node in a specific
geographic location. Next, the threshold signature scheme can
reach a consensus if consensus nodes’ signatures have satisfied
the verification process and meet the threshold requirement. As
a result, malicious nodes cannot generate valid signatures and
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TABLE II: Parameter Setting

Parameter Name Value (Range)
Classical Raft candidate nodes cr 20-400
LH-Raft candidate nodes c 20-2000
Total participating nodes n 1-5000
Decision variable XV i 0-1
Identity information mi 0-256bit
Threshold parameter t 1-n
Total number of verified nodes k 1-t

pass the verification process. All malicious nodes can generate
fake geographic information but cannot tamper with or forge
messages sent by other honest nodes without valid signatures.
Finally, we convert the voting process in classical Raft protocol
to the signature verification with a dynamic threshold scheme
to help with the byzantine fault tolerance.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

We developed the IoT blockchain system prototype with
the LH-Raft consensus protocol and compared the LH-Raft
protocol with the classical Raft protocol.

A. Experimental Setup

The initial blockchain network contains four consensus
nodes and then extends to a larger number of nodes to
compare LH-Raft latency and communication overhead with
the classical Raft protocol. The threshold signature scheme is
developed and tested on the Hyperledger Ursa, a cryptographic
library for blockchain applications. The classical Raft protocol
has cr candidate nodes to participate in the leader election
process. In contrast, the LH-Raft protocol has c candidate
nodes participating in this process. In both experiments for
the consensus latency and communication cost, we set cr = 2c
as the pre-condition. Note that in large-scale IoT networks cr
can be orders of magnitudes larger than c, which significantly
hinders the classical Raft performance against LH-Raft.

In this section, the parameters used in the experiments and
evaluations are shown in Table II.

B. Candidate Group Formation Cost

In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of changes in
candidate group size and the total number of participating
nodes on the execution time of the candidate group formation
mechanism. IP-CGF is optimally solved utilizing Python 3.0
mathematical libraries.

As shown in Fig. 5, we changed the total number of
participating nodes from 2000 to 10000, and the size of the
candidate’s group (c) is configured as 20 and 200 nodes. The
execution costs for 2000, 4000, 8000, and 10000 participating
nodes are 42ms and 45ms, 120ms and 126ms, 169ms and
172ms, 209ms and 217ms, and 348ms and 355ms for c = 20
and c = 200 nodes, respectively. When the total number of
participating nodes increases, the execution time to form the
candidate’s group also increases significantly. Note that the
execution time result is close when c is 20 and 200 nodes in
each experiment round. It shows that the size of the candidate
group has relatively less impact on the execution time than

Fig. 5: Candidate group formation cost vs. the total number
of participating nodes.

Fig. 6: Candidate group formation cost vs. candidate group
size when the total number of participating nodes is 5000
constantly.

the total number of participating nodes when c is relatively
small. The reason is that the time complexity of the IP-CGF
solution algorithm is O(n log(n)), where n is the total number
of participating nodes.

In Fig. 6, we modify the size of candidates group number c
from 20 to 4000, and the total number of participating nodes
(n) is configured as 5000 nodes. As shown in Fig. 6, the
average IP-CGF execution costs in 20, 200, 2000, and 4000
candidate group nodes are 135ms, 149ms, 155ms, and 159ms,
respectively. Blue color represents different execution costs
under different candidate nodes’ sizes, and the black error bar
indicates the confidence interval. The execution time increases
slightly when the candidate group size increases from 200 to
4000 nodes. The close execution time when the threshold c is
20, 200, 2000, and 4000 nodes show that the candidate group’s
size has a non-significant impact on the execution time of the
proposed candidate formation mechanism by IP-CGF.

Comparing the results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the execution
time is higher when increasing the total number of participat-
ing nodes and slightly higher with the increased size of the
candidate group with fixed participating nodes. We argue that
20 and 200 can be feasible for the candidate group in a real-
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Fig. 7: Comparison between LH-Raft sub-layer and classical
Raft communication costs for each transaction.
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Fig. 8: Number of messages vs. number of nodes from each
step in LH-Raft consensus.

world application with our proposed hierarchical blockchain
architecture with the most IoT-blockchain applications.

C. Communication Cost

Our proposed LH-Raft protocol can reduce the communi-
cation cost significantly in multiple network layers when the
number of IoT devices is large. We emulate the leaf-layer,
middle-layer, and top layer blockchain’s candidate nodes to be
20, 40, and 80 at maximum and evaluate the communication
cost for all nodes in one single blockchain transaction. It elects
the leader from the candidate nodes and sends the transaction.
As shown in Fig. 7, communication cost in the classical
Raft consensus protocol keeps growing when the number of
nodes increases. Moreover, the larger the number of nodes
participating in the system, the more significant the increase
in communication cost. However, for the LH-Raft protocol,
the communication cost grows linearly from 0 to 20 for the
number of nodes in the leaf-layer blockchain network and
reaches the upper bound of about 470kb since the leaf-layer
blockchain has the maximum capability for candidate nodes.
Similarly, the communication cost also grows linearly from
0 to 80 for the candidate nodes in the top-layer blockchain

Fig. 9: Sub-layer’s consensus latency in LH-Raft.

Fig. 10: Comparison between LH-Raft and classical Raft
consensus latencies.

network, which is bounded at 1850kb when the number of
candidate nodes is beyond 80.

The blue dashed line representing the classical Raft protocol
has the 8000kb communication cost when nodes are 100. In
contrast, our proposed LH-Raft consensus protocol can reduce
the communication cost to 5.07% in the leaf-layer network and
22.16% even in the top-layer blockchain network, as observed
from Fig. 7.

D. Message Passing

By changing the number of nodes that participated in each
state of the LH-Raft consensus protocol, Figure 8 indicates the
total number of messages from each phase during LH-Raft
consensus processing. During the candidate selection phase
(follower nodes form the candidate group), the number of
messages increases slower than the leader selection phase
(candidate nodes elect the leader) since our proposed LH-Raft
algorithm selects the qualified candidate nodes based on their
geographic and reputation score, which limits the candidate
group’s size.

Next, the leader notification phase (leader communicates
with follower nodes) exchanges fewer messages than the
candidate notification phase (candidate nodes communicate
with follower nodes) because the leader node conducts 1-
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to-n communications to all follower nodes. The candidate
notification messages will increase faster due to the c-to-n
communications for all candidate nodes communicate with
follower nodes.

Compared to the original Raft consensus protocol, our pro-
posed LH-Raft algorithm reduces the size of the candidates’
group and partitions the blockchain network into hierarchi-
cal architecture. As a result, the total number of message
communication will decrease due to the smaller candidates
group and multiple local leader nodes, and the system has
one global leader node in the top-layer network. Moreover,
our system could tolerate the faulty messages by incorporating
the threshold signature scheme with local and global log
replication schemes.

E. Consensus Latency

This subsection compares the consensus latency results
of LH-Raft with the classical Raft protocol. The consensus
latency is the time when executing the leader election process
in the LH-Raft and classical Raft. We pick one follower node
randomly to join the candidate group per sub-layer blockchain.
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the LH-Raft consensus
protocol in different layers showed significant latency im-
provements over the classical Raft by increasing the number
of nodes (e.g., 2.1x consensus latency decrease for 20 leaf-
layer networks). We measured the numerical consensus latency
results of leaf-layer, middle-layer, and top-layer against the
classical Raft protocol. Compared to the classical Raft, LH-
Raft selects a smaller number of candidate nodes based on the
geographic information belonging to each sub-layer network.
When nodes increase from 20 to 100, consensus latency grows
exponentially in the classical Raft protocol. The consensus
latency in sub-layers of LH-Raft is bounded by the number of
candidate nodes.

By contrast, the LH-Raft consensus protocol performs better
in terms of the consensus latency result. All candidate nodes
can join the consensus group when the number of nodes is
smaller than the maximal threshold of candidate groups (i.e.,
40 for the middle-layer). Consequently, when the number of
candidate nodes grows from 1 to 100, the consensus latency
increases 72% slower compared to the consensus latency
results in classical Raft protocol in Fig. 10. However, once the
number of candidate nodes reaches the maximum threshold,
no more new nodes can join the candidate group, and the
consensus latency will not increase anymore.

F. Sensitivity Analysis

In this subsection, we conduct a sensitivity analysis to eval-
uate the effects of changing the c/n ratio on the performance
comparison between the proposed LH-Raft and classical Raft
protocols. As stated in the previous section, LH-Raft signifi-
cantly reduces the consensus latency and communication cost,
especially when the ratio of c/n is greater.

To evaluate the reduction of consensus latency, we showed
multiple groups of experiments with different ratios of can-
didate nodes to total IoT nodes. As shown in Fig. 11, our

Fig. 11: Sensitivity analysis on the execution time of LH-Raft
and classical Raft with different ratios of c/n.
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Fig. 12: Threshold signature scheme running time vs. number
of consensus nodes.

proposed LH-Raft consensus protocol showed significant per-
formance improvements over the classical Raft by increasing
the ratio of c/n. For instance, when the ratio of c/n grows
from 1/2 to the 1/64, the consensus latency of the classical
Raft protocol will grow exponentially in comparison with the
proposed LH-Raft protocol. In 1/64 case, the classical Raft
protocol’s consensus latency is beyond 10 3 while the LH-Raft
protocol’s performance remains at 10 0 to 10 1 level.

G. Threshold Signature Scheme

We measure the performance of the threshold signature
scheme by varying the number of consensus nodes from 4
to 8, 12, 16, and 20 in the lower layer blockchain network.
As shown in Fig. 12, the total running time of each phase
increases linearly with the increase in the number of consensus
nodes in the lower layer blockchain network. Besides, the
verifying phase takes additional time than the signing phase
because the former requires the computation of pairings based
on bilinearlity. In addition, our threshold signature scheme can
offer constant running time for signing and verifying phases
when varying the length of the identity information. The
identity information mi from node i is hashed to a fixed length
of 256-bit value before signing the signature. Non-reliance on
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Fig. 13: Threshold signature scheme running procedure on the
Hyperledger Ursa.

message length makes our scheme more flexible and efficient
in verifying different types of identity information.

Our threshold signature scheme is developed on the Hyper-
ledger Ursa. As shown in Fig. 13, we first instantiated three
consensus nodes to form a lower-layer blockchain network
instance. Each node can be identified by its unique MAC ad-
dress. Then, we follow Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 in constructing
key generation, signing, and verifying phases. In this example,
three signatures are signed by the consensus nodes from the
lower layer blockchain network and confirmed by the upper
layer blockchain network. For each signature, the average time
for key pair generation, signing, and verifying are 113 ms, 30
ms, and 215 ms, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a hierarchical and location-aware con-
sensus protocol for IoT-Blockchain applications. The proposed
LH-Raft mechanism forms localized consensus candidate
groups based on their reputation score and the geographic
information to elect the leaders. Our proposed LH-Raft is
scalable by design and reaches consensus faster with lower
network overhead and less communication cost than the orig-
inal Raft protocol. We conduct numerical analyses based on
the LH-Raft protocol with the candidate group formation and
message passing model. Also, we prototype the experiments
by utilizing the Hyperledger Ursa cryptography library to
evaluate the threshold signature scheme. The results indicate
that the architecture is scalable and suitable for large-scale and
real-world IoT applications. We plan to investigate the cross-
chain consensus among heterogeneous blockchain systems for
future work.
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